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ABSTRACT
FRZ Solar System or FRZSS is a blockchain-powered company that carries out
activities in the ﬁeld of cryptocurrencies, as well as in the area of solar energy,
developing and providing solutions to overcome the energy crisis. FRZSS is going to
design and represent such products:
FRZW token on Binance Smart Chain;
FRZSS token on FRZ Chain & Binance Smart Chain;
FRZ Blockchain;
FRZSWAP DEX cryptocurrency exchange;
FARZEX CEX cryptocurrency exchange;
FRZ cryptocurrency wallet.
In this document, the stages of development and approximate dates of launch of
future products are described. The whitepaper contains a technical description of
the functionality of the FRZSS products and their development and distribution. This
paperwork version is not ﬁnal, and any changes, updates, and edits can be made at
any time without notiﬁcation. The document doesn’t contain detailed technical
information, therefore, it constitutes a general description of the project and should
not be interpreted as a ﬁnal technical speciﬁcation.
FRZSS does not encourage anyone to invest in the project and reminds that
investing is fraught with risks up to the complete loss of the invested amount. We
urge you to analyze the provided information and make your own decisions
carefully.

INTRODUCTION
The energy crisis raises concerns that the world's limited natural resources, which are used
to power industrial society, will shrink as demand rises. These natural resources are in
limited supply. Although they occur naturally, it can take hundreds of thousands of years to
replenish the stores.
To meet the needs of the population and society as a whole, the following methods of
generating electricity are used in the world:
Nuclear Power Plants;
Solar Power Plants;
Water Power Plants;
Fossil Fuel Power Plants (Natural Gas and Coal);
Wind Power Plants.
Most of them, for one reason or another, are not suitable for further use due to the high cost
of received resources, uncontrolled use of natural resources, as well as the inability to
provide the population with electricity due to the availability of methods at certain times of
the year or under certain weather conditions.
In this regard, some countries have been forced to apply energy management and
restrictions to cut oﬀ electricity to factories or residential areas at certain times of the day.
Thus, this stops perfect eﬃciency in factories, so aﬀray and low welfare will occur, as well as
low eﬃciency in workforces. Furthermore, with low eﬃciency in the workforces and
factories, a huge problem arises in the supply chain of production and distribution of goods,
which leads to a decrease in inventory and an increase in costs, which is one of the eﬀective
factors in reducing people's welfare.
Governments and concerned individuals are working together to make the use of
renewable resources (such as wind, water, and solar energy) a priority and to reduce the
irresponsible use of natural supplies through increased conservation.
FRZ Solar System was brought to ﬁght against the energy crisis, using blockchain
technologies and web innovations.

SOLUTION
FRZSS aims to popularize solar power plants as the main method of producing electricity.
Explore the beneﬁts of solar systems:
Renewable resources. Solar energy is unlimited, renewable, and endless.
Free energy. Solar energy is free.
Pollution-free. The process of producing energy and solar energy itself doesn’t pollute the
environment and causes no greenhouse gases.
Low costs on implementation and production. The process of installation of solar panels
costs less than, for example, the process of startup a nuclear power plant.
Long service life. Solar panels last over 30 years, and they don’t need to be maintained
often.
Overcome climate changes. Solar power plants don’t require the use of fossil fuels, gas, or
other supplies that pollute the environment and cause climate change.
The Frz Solar System platform intends to be one of the ecosystems that can take a practical
step towards creating a green and clean earth by launching this platform and achieving its
goals:
Install new solar power plants. FRZ Solar System, with the help of key partners and
investors, intends to purchase, equip, and build new solar power plants.
Fight against air pollution. We also plan to invest in other physical projects to help countries
produce and receive electrical power and protect the environment from air pollution,
increasing the nation’s welfare.
Increase awareness about the ecological situation. FRZSS aims to become popular all over
the world to draw people's attention to the problem of climate change, the energy crisis,
and environmental pollution.
Enter the Metaverse to ﬁnd ways of saving the world. The FRZ Solar System platform
intends to expand its activities in Metaverse and hold conferences in the ﬁeld of clean earth
to pave the way to achieve this important goal and take steps to reach it.
One of the most powerful features of FRZSS is an availability of a team with skilled and
proﬁcient specialists, each with more than 5 years of experience in software development,
ﬁnancial markets, energy industry, marketing, branding, and customer management system
(CRM) niches. Thanks to our team members, FRZSS is able to reach its noble purpose of
cleaning the world.

PRODUCTS
To achieve the goals described above, FRZSS plans to develop and launch such products:
FRZW token on Binance Smart Chain. FRZW token is the token that will power the FRZ
Solar System ecosystem. It was successfully developed on Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
because of its fast transfer speed, lower transaction fees, and high security. This token was
designed to expand the ecosystem and FRZSS token.
Token Symbol: FRZW
Contract address: 0x2a5dFE9EDd6D1431eecEA70cBb1635Ba88347BaD
Total supply: 10,000,000,000
FRZW token will be used for listing and staking on exchanges, airdrops, token burning,
advertisement, and project demanded costs depending on the decision of the token owner
team during the period. Part of the proﬁts from power plants and other physical projects will
be used as support for the FRZW token holders.
Users will be able to earn FRZW from pools and farms, receive it as a prize in the lotteries
and raﬄes, and purchase it on diﬀerent exchanges (on FRZSWAP exchange too). Discover
the use cases of the FRZW token:
Staking in Pools to earn free FRZW tokens;
Using it in Yield Farms to earn FRZW tokens;
Purchasing lottery tickets to receive a chance to win more;
Taking part in token sales and presales;
Making decisions and voting for ideas about the FRZ Solar System development;
Paying fees on FRZSWAP exchange or in FRZ wallet;
Participating in FRZ Metaverse and purchasing in-game items.
With time, more utilities and use cases will be developed. To support users, the following
reward system will be created:
FRZW will be used as a utility token of FRZSWAP DEX exchange, and a certain percentage
of transactions will be used for supporting liquidity and giving away rewards;
Users will be rewarded with FRZW tokens for using the FRZ crypto wallet (sending assets,
performing operations, etc.)

Token Burning
FRZW token burning can be done in two diﬀerent methods:
Automatically. In this method, 1% of the total token number in each transaction is transferred
to a dead wallet address and burned.
Manually. This method depends on the decision of the token owner team in some
situations.
FRZSS token on FRZ Chain. FRZ Solar System will also develop a cryptocurrency token with
the symbol FRZSS on its own blockchain and conduct most of its ﬁnancial transactions with
such a token. FRZSS will be used as a form of payment in service departments, stores,
shopping centers, and employees' salaries of companies and organizations.
FRZ Blockchain. By creating our own blockchain, we aim to protect the FRZ Solar System
ecosystem from attacks, failures, and data theft. Furthermore, the FRZ blockchain will
conduct fast transactions with low fees, as well as be scalable and secure. The main goal of
FRZ blockchain creation is to save nature and energy resources by developing an
energy-eﬃcient product.
FRZSWAP DEX cryptocurrency exchange. FRZ Solar System will also develop and launch
its own DEX exchange to provide users with the ability to perform peer-to-peer transactions
without central authorities and avoid the risks of the loss of funds because of third parties
actions.
FARZEX CEX exchange. FRZ Solar System also comprises a CEX exchange where users can
securely store their assets and exchange the cryptocurrencies and ﬁats. The exchange has
guaranteed liquidity and is easy to use.
FRZ cryptocurrency wallet. To provide the users with quality and secure products, FRZ
Solar System will develop and launch its own non-custodial cryptocurrency wallet with low
fees and high speed of transactions. The wallet will support numerous tokens and
cryptocurrencies and provide secure storage of users' assets. The product will be
developed for IOS and Android systems, as well as for diﬀerent browsers.
Metaverse gaming platform. The FRZSS ecosystem intends to penetrate the world of 3D
games in order to provide people with the opportunity to earn money by creating games on
its platform.
Although the FRZSS seeks to achieve its goals faster due to its strategies and policies, it
should be supported by various individuals such as investors, social media activists,
cryptocurrency bloggers, etc.

TOKENOMICS
Token Name: FRZW
Max Supply: 10,000,000,000
Initial Supply: 10,000,000,000
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ROADMAP
2022 Q4

2023 Q1

Launch of the FRZW token

Launch of the FRZ chain

Whitepaper Creation

Launch of the FRZ-chain native token (FRZSS)

1st Airdrop Launch

The transition of the FRZW to the new chain

Listing of FRZW on Lbank exchange

DEX launch

Listing of FRZW on index platforms

AMMs launch

2023 Q2

2023 Q3

1st Burning Event

Cooperation with TOP MEDIA & Inﬂuencers

Development of Multi-chains bridges

2nd Airdrop Launch

(Fantom, Solana, Polygon)

Listings of tokens on Tier2 exchanges

FRZSS/FRZW Staking Opportunity Creation

Strategic partnerships conclusion

Building of projects on FRZ Chain
Providing Liquidity as a Service to other
protocols

2023 Q4

2024 Q1

Growth of Trading Volume and TVL

2nd Burning Event

dAPP launch

New Farms and Pools Creation

Multi-reward pool launch (with FRZSS staking,

Listing of tokens on diﬀerent Launchpads

the user daily receives BUSD,

Potential collaborations with other top projects

WBNB, or FRZSS as dividends simultaneously.

on FRZ & BSC chains

The more trading volume a user does, the
greater rewards he gets)
APR/APY Calculator Development

2024 Q2

2024 Q3

3d Airdrop Launch

3d Burning Event

New asset liquidity control tools

Collaborations with other top projects on FRZ

development

& BSC chains

Listings of tokens on Tier1 exchanges

Cryptocurrency Wallet Launch

2024 Q4
DAO Implementation

CONCLUSION
Due to the growing popularity of renewable energy and its increasing importance
(according to the current situation of the energy crisis), the issue of producing and storing
such energy has a special priority.
FRZSS intends to bring to the world and popularize the least harmful, cheapest, and most
proﬁtable investment — Solar Power Plants. Using the best facilities and new technologies,
FRZ Solar System aims to increase the awareness of the world’s problems and to provide a
solution that is using green energy.
By investing in green energy, you will not only ensure a clean and pollution-free future but
also create a unique investment for yourself and your later generations.
Let’s change the world together!

